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Storage
Managing the information that drives the enterprise

how flashy do you need to be?
hybrid arrays mix solid-state with spinning disks,  

but all-flash systems eschew hard drives altogether.  
Find out the best fits for these two technologies.
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Quality awards: Nas

By Rich Castagna

users rate  
dell and 
hitaChi as top 
nas vendors
Our eighth Quality Awards  
service and reliability survey  
for NAS systems yielded two 
sweeping performances—Dell 
cruised through the enterprise 
group while Hitachi cut a  
similar swath among its  
midrange peers.

storage managers trying to dig their way out from grow-
ing piles of file data might hate the fact that they need 
to buy another network-attached storage (NAS) box. 
But their hate quickly turns into the closest thing to love 
you’ll find in a data center when they actually get that 
new NAS up and running.

Over the past eight years, our Quality Awards survey 
measuring user satisfaction with NAS storage products 
has yielded some of the highest scores among all catego-
ries. The latest crop of evaluations continues this trend, 
with Dell Inc. grabbing its first win for best NAS storage 
and emerging as the favorite among enterprise-class NAS 
systems; Hitachi Data Systems Corp., often considered  
an enterprise vendor, topped the midrange group for the  
second year in a row.

There were seven product lines qualifying in each 
group. This year’s survey had 403 valid responses offering 
594 product evaluations. 
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overall ratings
enterprise. Dell had never come out on top in either the 
midrange or enterprise nas groups, but this time it earned 
top honors in a particularly impressive fashion with the 
second-highest overall score ever for enterprise nas prod-
ucts (6.94). that exceptional score was achieved by leading 

the field in all five rating categories, 
highlighted by a couple of marks of 
7.00 or better for reliability and tech-
nical support. But as we’ve seen in 
the past, the winner’s fine showing 
was complemented by solid scores 
among the other six vendors, with 
eMC Corp. and netapp Inc.—two 

stalwarts of enterprise nas—tying for second with iden-
tical scores of 6.58, followed by Hewlett-Packard (HP) Co. 
(6.50). Midrange winner Hitachi had less success in this 
group, but still finished with a more than respectable 6.20.

enterprise nas: overall ratings

midrange. Hitachi prevailed in the midrange nas group last 
year with a near-7.00 performance, and repeats as a win-
ner this year—attaining the elusive 7.00 level by notching 
two 7.00-plus category scores and bolstering them with 

three scores ranging from 6.89 to 
6.98. It’s a showing that’s as im-
pressive for its consistency as it is 
for the high bar it set for the group. 
and the group did very well, pro-
viding ample competition without 
a single category score below 6.00. 
second-place netapp was a model 
of consistency with scores ranging 

from 6.56 to 6.79 that helped build its overall score of 6.69. 
not far off that pace was oracle Corp. (6.56) and eMC (6.53). 
Dell’s 6.43 placed it fifth, followed by past winners HP and 
IBM with more than respectable scores.

midrange nas: overall ratings

key stat: 5 of the 
seven enterprise  
nas entries 
scored at least 
6.00 in all five 
categories.

key stat: the mid-
range group’s over-
all average of 6.55 
was the third best 
ever, highlighted 
by strong ratings 
for features and 
reliability.

Dell
eMC

netapp
HP

Hitachi
IBM

oracle

Hitachi
netapp

oracle 
eMC
Dell
HP

IBM

0 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 0 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00

6.94 7.00
6.58 6.69
6.58 6.56
6.50 6.53

6.20 6.43
6.12 6.41

5.70 6.25
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midrange. Hitachi’s march through the midrange ranks be-
gan with a stunning 7.14 for sales-force competence, the 
second highest mark ever for this category. Hitachi earned 
7.00-plus marks for all six statements, with exceptional 
grades of 7.33 for “My sales rep understands my business” 
and 7.32 for having a knowledgeable sales support team. 

eMC’s 6.82 ranked among the 
highest scores we’ve seen, but 
was only good for second place 
in the context of Hitachi’s perfor-
mance. eMC was the only other 
vendor to achieve a 7.00-plus 
mark, with a 7.06 for its knowl-
edgeable sales support team. 

netapp also did well for that statement (6.85) en route to 
a category average of 6.56 for third place. oracle and Dell 
fared well, with all their ratings topping 6.00.  

midrange nas: sales-force competence

sales-force competence
enterprise. sales-force competence measures how well 
vendors set the table before they serve up storage in a 
data center. Dell came out on top by a slim margin over 
eMC (6.78 to 6.69) by scoring highest on four of the six cat-
egory rating statements. eMC and Hitachi each had top 

marks for one statement. Dell 
scored strongly for having flexible 
sales reps (7.00) and a knowledge-
able sales support team (6.93), and 
had a couple of 6.70s for keeping 
customers’ interests foremost and 
being knowledgeable about their 
industries. eMC outscored the 
field when it came to understand-

ing customers’ businesses (6.58), while Hitachi’s leading 
mark was a 6.91 for reps who are easy to negotiate with. 
Hitachi’s rating of 6.64 was its highest category score. 

enterprise nas: sales-force competence

key stat: the enter-
prise nas vendors 
as a group had their 
best overall mark—
6.57—for knowl-
edgeable sales 
support teams.

key stat: the mid-
range group’s aver-
age score of 6.50 for 
sales-force compe-
tence is the highest 
recorded to date.

Dell
eMC

Hitachi
HP

netapp
IBM

oracle

Hitachi
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netapp
HP

oracle
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IBM
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6.78 7.14
6.69 6.82
6.64 6.56
6.52 6.48
6.35 6.32

6.01 6.16
5.89 6.01
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midrange. Midrange nas vendors apparently make good 
first impressions, as all our entries garnered solid scores 
in the initial product quality category. Hitachi continued 
its dominance with a group-leading 6.89, featuring a 7.17 
for “this product was installed without any defects” and a 

7.06 for not surprising users with 
the level of professional services re-
quired. Hitachi also picked up a 6.94 
for products that require very little 
vendor intervention and had the 
highest marks on five of the six cat-
egory statements, with third-place 
oracle prevailing on the other with a 

6.75 for ease of use. sandwiched in between, netapp rode 
a 6.69 category score into second place, featuring a 6.95 for 
installing without defects. every product had marks of at 
least 6.12 on all the rating statements in the category. 

midrange nas: initial product quality

initial product quality
enterprise. Dell once again flirted with the 7.00 category 
mark, but had to settle for a still outstanding 6.97, which it 
achieved by getting top scores for all six statements in this 
category. Dell picked up a 7.07 for the key statement “this 
product delivers good value for the money,” and a 7.02 for 

ease of use. netapp followed 
Dell with a 6.62 category score, 
with its best marks coming for 
satisfaction with the level of 
professional services required 
(6.77) and “this product was 
installed without any defects” 
(6.70). HP copped third place for 

initial product quality, with very good ratings for ease of 
use (6.70) and delivering good value for the money (6.52). 
eMC also had all 6.00-plus scores, with its best—a 6.50—
coming for ease of use.  

enterprise nas: initial product quality

key stat: nas vendors 
and users should be 
pleased that the best 
average statement 
score  for the enterprise 
group was a 6.50 for 
ease of use.

key stat: the best 
average score for 
all midrange nas 
products was a 
6.64 for products 
that install with-
out any defects.

Dell
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HP
eMC
IBM

Hitachi
oracle

Hitachi
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6.97 6.89
6.62 6.69
6.48 6.61
6.39 6.52

6.11 6.45
5.94 6.44
5.83 6.29
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midrange. Hitachi secured its second 7.00-plus category 
score with 7.06 for product features—the third high-
est for this category ever. Hitachi came out on top for all 
seven statements in the category, paced by five scores of 
7.00 or better, including a dazzling 7.35 for mirroring fea-

tures, along with excellent results 
for snapshots and remote replica-
tion (7.19 for both), management 
features (7.00) and a 7.11 for the 
bellwether statement “overall, this 
product’s features meet my needs.” 
the rest of the products were hardly 
slouches, as all received excellent 
ratings. netapp’s 6.79 was good for 

second place; living up to its reputation, it copped a 7.00 for 
snapshot features, along with a pair of 6.94s for mirroring 
and an overall feature set that meets users’ needs.

midrange nas: product features

product features
enterprise. Dell’s lowest mark in the product features cat-
egory was 6.71 for interoperability, but it was still good 
enough to beat the other six vendors. the firm’s best 
scores were for snapshot features (7.10) and scalability 
(7.07); it also received a 6.90 for replication features, 6.93 

for the statement “overall, this 
product’s features meet my needs” 
and another top grade for man-
agement (6.98). In all, Dell snagged 
six of the seven rating statements, 
with Hitachi posting a sterling 7.00 
for the seventh statement on mir-
roring features. netapp and eMC 
tallied identical 6.64s to finish in 

a second-place tie to Dell’s category-leading 6.95. Hita-
chi (6.57) and HP (6.49) were just behind the leaders as the 
group turned in another solid set of scores.

enterprise nas: product feature

Dell
eMC

netapp
Hitachi

HP
IBM

oracle

Hitachi
netapp

eMC
oracle 

IBM
HP

Dell

0 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 0 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00

6.95 7.06
6.64 6.79
6.64 6.64
6.57 6.57
6.49 6.49

6.15 6.43
5.95 6.29

key stat: With so 
much concern about 
growing data stores, 
this group’s best 
average was a 6.63 
for scalability with 
all products scoring 
a 6.08 or higher.

key stat: Data 
protection is key 
and our midrange 
group delivers, 
with averages 
of 6.72 and 6.68 
for mirroring and 
snapshots.
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midrange. Hitachi prevailed on four of the five statements 
in the product reliability rating category en route to a lead-
ing tally of 6.94. Hitachi’s 7.17 for “the product meets my 
service-level requirement” demonstrates that its prod-
ucts do a good job of meeting expectations, while a 7.06 for 

very little downtime suggests the 
firm delivers consistently. Hita-
chi also led for providing compre-
hensive upgrade guidance (6.94) 
and patches that can be applied 
non-disruptively (6.67). the fifth 
statement, “this product requires 
very few unplanned patches,” 

was won by second-place netapp with a 6.90—but netapp 
did even better on the downtime (6.95) statement. oracle 
(6.65) nosed out Dell (6.62) for fourth, also doing well for 
meeting service levels (6.82) and very little downtime (6.81).

midrange nas: product reliability

product reliability
enterprise. Dell posted its first 7.00-plus category rating 
for reliability with a 7.02, achieved once again by earning 
top grades on all five category statements. For three of 
those statements, Dell snapped up scores above 7.00—

7.14 for meeting service-level re-
quirements, 7.07 for requiring few 
unplanned patches and a 7.05 for 
products that experience very little 
downtime. netapp (6.66) nudged 
out eMC (6.61) for the second spot; 
netapp landed a couple of 6.74s 
for the service-level and down-

time statements; eMC’s strong suits were for the same 
statements—6.76 for very little downtime and 6.68 for 
meeting service levels. HP (6.50) ran a fairly close fourth, 
joining the three leaders as the only products to score 6.00 
or higher for all the category statements. 

enterprise nas: product reliability

key stat: the 7.02 
earned by Dell for  
reliability is the sec-
ond highest score 
for enterprise nas 
registered in eight 
years of surveys.

key stat: the mid-
range vendors group 
had their highest 
group average— 
6.81 —for products 
that experience very 
little downtime.
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eMC
HP
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oracle

Hitachi
netapp
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5.32 6.27
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midrange. Hitachi topped off its romp through the mid-
range rating categories with a 6.98 for tech support, built 
on five grades of 7.00 or better. Hitachi was high scorer 
on all eight statements, although oracle managed to slow 
down the juggernaut a bit by tying Hitachi for providing ad-

equate training (6.67). Hitachi’s best 
showing was for having knowledge-
able third-party support partners 
(7.14), along with a couple of 7.11s 
for delivering support as contracted 
and taking ownership of issues, and 
a brace of 7.00s for timely resolu-

tion of problems and knowledgeable support personnel. 
oracle’s top grade was for knowledgeable support people 
(6.94). excellent tech support can make up for some of the 
less pleasing experiences a user may have, so the 6.50 
overall average our vendors chalked up is good for users.

midrange nas: technical support

technical support
enterprise. Dell earned its second 7.00 category score 
for technical support, a category that has proven to be a 
maker/breaker for many vendors on past surveys. once 
again, Dell was dominant, winning seven of eight state-

ments and with five 7.00-plus 
scores. Dell’s customers gave the 
vendor two 7.21s for supplying 
support as contracted and resolv-
ing problems in a timely man-
ner. Dell also stood out for having 
knowledgeable support staffers 
(7.19), taking ownership of prob-
lems (7.05) and for issues that 

rarely require escalation. Dell’s only “loss” was by a whis-
ker—6.63 to third-place eMC’s 6.64 for the statement “the 
vendor provides adequate training.” netapp’s 6.61 category 
rating earned it second place between Dell and eMC.

enterprise nas: technical support

key stat: Dell’s 7.00 
rating for techni-
cal support marks 
only the third time 
that level has been 
achieved among 
enterprise nas 
products.

key stat: Hitachi’s  
midrange nas 
tech support 
score of 6.98  
bettered last 
year’s 6.92.
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midrange. the midrange group produced one of those 
head-scratching anomalies as Hitachi, which cruised 
through the tough category ratings, failed to land on top for 
the buy-again question. overall sixth-place winner HP may 
have the most loyal users as 92% said they would buy their 
HP nas again; eMC (90%) and Dell (87%) ranked next, fol-
lowed by netapp and Hitachi tied at 85%. these are all solid 
percentages, bolstered by strong category scores.

midrange nas: would you buy this product again?

enterprise. the buy-again results jibed almost exactly with 
the category ratings as the top four finishers ended up with 
the top four sets of buy-again percentages. Dell continued 
its winning streak, with 91% of its users saying they would 
pony up their bucks again. netapp and eMC once again tied 
for second, with 88% of their users voting to buy their prod-
ucts again. and HP mirrored its fourth-place finish with an 
80% buy-again rate.

enterprise nas: would you buy this product again?

would you buy this product again?
after responding to the detailed statements in the rating categories, we ask our survey respondents a simple question:  
Based on what you now know, would you buy this product again? sometimes, the results are surprising and run counter to  
the other evaluation criteria; in other surveys, the buy-again question appears to confirm the respondents’ other ratings.

Rich castagna is editorial director of techtarget’s storage Media group.
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about the survey
the storage magazine/searchstorage.com Quality awards are designed to identify and recognize products that have proven their quality 
and reliability in actual use. the results are derived from a survey of qualified storage/searchstorage.com readers who assessed products 
in five main categories: sales-force competence, product features, initial product quality, product reliability and technical support. Products 
are rated on a 1.00 to 8.00 scale, where 8.00 is the most favorable score. this is the eighth edition of the Quality awards for nas systems; 
there were 403 valid responses to the survey providing 594 sets of ratings for vendors’ products/product lines.

Products in the survey: these products were included in the Quality awards for nas survey. the number of responses for each finalist is 
shown in parentheses.

enterPrise nas

•  DataDirect networks Inc. nas scaler/grIDscaler/eXascaler*
•  Dell Inc. PowerVault ns-480, Compellent Fs8600 (nas),  

equalLogic Fs7500/Fs7600 (nas) (44)
•  eMC Corp. VnX 5000/7000/8000 nas or Isilon X-series (108)
•  Hewlett-Packard (HP) Co. storeeasy 3000/5000 or  

storageWorks eFs Clustered gateway or storageWorks X5000/
X9000 storage systems (25)

•  Hitachi Data systems Corp. essential nas Platform 1000 series 
or Hnas Platform 3000/4000 series (13)

•  IBM n6000/n7000, scale out network attached storage  
(sonas) or storwize V7000 unified (23)

•  netapp Inc. Fas6000 (with nas interface) (50)
•  oracle Corp. sun storage 74xx unified storage system  

(with nas), Pillar Data systems axiom nas or oracle ZFs  
storage Zs3-4 (13)

•  Panasas Inc. activestor 9 series/11 series/12 series/14 
series*

* reCeIVeD too FeW resPonses to Be InCLuDeD aMong tHe FInaLIsts

midrange nas

•  Coraid Inc. ZX*
•  Dell PowerVault nX series (52) 
•  eMC VnXe 3000/5000 series nas, Isilon s-series (50)
•  Hewlett-Packard storeeasy 1000 storage, storageWorks X300/

X500 Data Vault, X1000/X3000 network storage systems (25)
•  Hitachi Hus 100 series with nas option, Hnas 

aMs2000/1000/500/200, WMs100 with nas option (20)
•  IBM n3000/n5000 (17)
•  netapp Fas2000 or Fas3000/3100 (all with nas interface) (109)
•  oracle sun storage 71xx/72xx/73xx unified storage system 

(with nas) or oracle ZFs storage Zs3-2 (13)
•  overland storage Inc. snapserver DX1/DX2/210/410/n2000/

snapscale X2/X4*
•  Panasas activestor 7 series/8 series*
•  silicon graphics International Corp. sgI nas/sgI Infinitestorage 

File serving series*
•  synology Inc. rackstation rs3412 series*
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